TRAINING AND TASTING

Wine Journey
for
Corporate Executives
Presented by Pinar Akkaya,
Certified Wine Consultant, Level 3, WSET London
CREATED EXCLUSIVELY FOR CORPORATE LEADERS

Were there any moments when you wished you had known more about wine?
Seriously, what is actually the difference between a Chablis and a Chardonnay?
Wine is a culture. Talking about wine is a great conversation starter that connects people.
Knowing wine, being able to comment on different wines and making good wine selections are
important skills in refined business environments.
When you host an important client during a business dinner, choosing the right wine is an
important decision, as it often sets the tone and helps you start an enjoyable business
relationship.
We offer wine training sessions for senior level executives and provide them with the
fundamentals of wine culture. The training is enriched by wonderful tasting experiences with
hand-picked bottles.
You will learn, taste and enjoy it very much. You will feel more confident the next time you talk
about wine. You will impress your guests with your wine knowledge and remarkable choices.

With an advanced degree from the world's most renowned wine education school,
WSET London, Pinar Akkaya combines her corporate background with her long
time passion for wines. Having worked for many years in corporate leadership
roles in multinational companies and having launched her own company on
communication training, Pinar offers unforgettable wine training sessions
exclusively designed for corporate leaders, creating a bridge between these two
worlds.

Interested in a session?
Please write to pinar.akkaya.pa@gmail.com

Choose your session
Solo

Duo

If you prefer to enjoy an exclusive session.

If you prefer to share a session with another

One participant, full focus. World wines or

participant. World wines or country focus,

country focus, depending on your choice.

depending on your choice. Two participants.

Tetra

Octo

For those who enjoy company. Four

For those who love fun. Eight participants,

participants, lots of exchange. World wines

that's a crowd! World wines or you may as

or country focus, depending on your choice.

well choose a country of your interest.

Please contact us for price quotes.
Wine glasses and other tasting material provided.
Session duration is 4 hours for all sessions.
Enquire about our premium sessions. Premium sessions are provided with premium wines. You can also
choose a country of your to focus.
A valid proof of ID confirming your age will be required to attend the sessions.

pinar.akkaya.pa@gmail.com

